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Code-switching in sittiatibiq of language conta4as seen studied largely from the point of view of its social determinants. This paper will
propose formal means for deseribing the syntax of code-sWitching with
6
examples.from Puerto Rican Spanish and English. .

44.

rr 1. INTRODUCTION
-

Among the diverse configurations of linguistic performance in
communities where two or more langUages are in contact, the alternatW ing use of Clifferent languagei within a given situation, or code-switching, is a-well-documented pattern. Much progress has been made in situating code-switching 'within a micro-sociological framework or that of
the ethnography of speaking, consistent with the goals of understanding
the interactive purpose, communicative function and social implications
le 'of this behavior .(e.g. ,Gumparz 1964, 1971, 1976; G. Sankoff 1968,
Herandez-Chavez 1970; McClure
00 1972; Denison 1972; Gumperz and
.rf, and Wentz 1975; McClure 1977; di Sciullo et al. 1976; Valas-Fallis
1976, 1978). A relatively small numb& of studies have focused 'direct- /ly on the grammatical aspects of code-switching (e.g. Hasselmo
1979; GingAs 1974; Lance 1975; Timnri 1975, 1978; Pfaff 1975, 1976,
1979; Wentz 1977; Lipski 1978).
Complite understanding of code-switching could only be achieved through combined ethnographic, attitudinal and grammatical study,
© Linguistic Research Inc. 1981
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i.e. an integrated analysis riot- only of when people
code-switch, but
how, Wifere and why. The absent paper is but part of such an oh-going
investigation; though here we concentrate on the purely
syntactic aspects of code-switching, we in no way minimize the social determinants
and implications of this behavior, which previous reports have explored
in conjunction with the linguistic aspects (Poplack 1978,' 1979a,
1979b)..

.

.

We distinguish code-switching from other possible dutcqmes
of
language contact situations- such as interference, pidginiztion,
bar'row-

ing, calquing, language death, relexification, learned use of foreign

words, cross-language punning and oiAer wori-play, by at -least tivo
criteria. One is that whereas many of the above involve deformation
or
replacement of parts of the grammar or lexicon of the language(s) involved, code-switching does not. This is one of the basic posti,detes of
this paper. Second, unlike other of the above-mentioned
phenomena,
which refer to specialiied situations or language funaions,
what we
understand by 'code-switching' here is a widely operative norm ,of com- ,t,)

munication in certain types of multilingual communities (see also

G. Sankoff 1972; Pedraza-ms.). These characteristics of code-switching

--the structural integrity of the component languages, and its prevalence
in' a broad range of communicative situations'--have
deep implications
for grammatical theory. Insofar as discourse is' generally thought of as
being generated through the coherentliragmatic, semantic and syntactic mechanisms of a language shared by members Of a .comsunity, how
can two distinct languages reconcile their differences in,ich a way as
to result in discourse involving language switches not only between utterances, bdt also within a single sentence? More specifically, how can
we construct a formal ad-count of the grammatical mechanism whjch

underlies discourse"containing code-switchin§?

Note that' there is no syntactic difficulty involv in. alternating
whole sentences, or larger segments, of different languag as in (1); this
practice is common among bilinguals responding to a change in interlocutor, topic or setting (e.g. Weinreich 1953; Gal 1978).

,

-

(1)

.1,Tu

eres ateo?

TU eres ateo? 'You're an atimisin

A FORMAL GRAMMAR FOR COOESWITCHING

No he's not./

5

.

He believes in something.

(C.A.144).

The real problem involves the maintenance of syntactic integrity of a single sentence containing elements of two or more languages, as
N

in (2):

(2)

So you todavio haven't decided lo q e vas a hacer next
at you're going to
week. [So-yoit still haven't decided
do next weekr-(P.A./135)

A series of empirical studies of verbal interaction in one of the
Oldest Puerto Rican communities in tire United States (Poplakk 1978,
1979a, 1979b) has ccAtfirni,ed that there are only two general linguistic r
constraints oli where switching may occur:

i

,

a) The free.morpheme constraint: a switch may not occur
bound morpheme and a lexical form unless the latter

between
-

has been p onologically integrated into the language of the
,,
: bound mor eme.'

(

.

T is axcludes switches like (3), in which the phonology of run is unamguously English, while that of eando is unambiguously 6panish (ane. ,
which iri fact,da not occur), but not fonns like (4). Indeed, we consider here phonologically, morphologically and syntabtically integrated
items like the latter to be Spanish forms, and not instances of code.
...,.,
switching.
(3) *run - eando

[en-e'ando]

(4) flipeando,

[flipe'ando]

'running'

.

.

'fli pping' ,
D

IIII ,

A

b) The equivalence constraint: the ordel-of sentence con-

.ituents immediately acikcent to ' and on both si c s of the
switch point niust be grammatical.with respect to b th languages involved simultaneously. This requires some specification:
the !odal co-grammaticality or equivalence of the two languages

in the vicinity of the switch holds as long as the order of any

4
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two ,sentence elements, one before and one a fter the switch 9
pub% is not excluded in eitherlanguage.
The equivalence constraint is illustrated in Piga() 1, where the dotted Z,
lines indicate permissible switch points, and the arrows indicate the
itaace relatiOnship of the two languages. Switches may oCcur at, but
not between, the dotteci lines':
e

ft

Eng
,

.

B.

I

:seen ; everything, : 'cause

1

:

'IF

Yo s vi

Sp

i

C. CS

:,

i

..

\,.
seen

:'

' tpdo
everything

I Icl"dn't take ;anything.

\

..1'

1 -f 1

.1.

porque yo i no cogi i
'cause

no

I

,

nada:'

cogr

no'.
(S.L./1)
_

D. Eng

He

gets

Pito hjinJ ; a tsiomach
,

E. Sp Piell

,

i

.

4,

ache.

-

t`

i un 4 dolor

rriga.
(S.L./41

Figure 1.

Permissible Code-switching points. The speaker's
actual performance is represented in (C), containing
pne switch, and (E), containing no twitch.
Iv:

Linguistic perforrnahce constiained in this way mat
bead on simultaneous access to the grammatical rules of WA
languages. This raises the question Of the existence and nature
of, a code-switching grammar. In this paper we describe in formal teims how the code-switching Constraints determine the
way the two monolingual grainnyars may be combined in generating discourse containing code-switches.

'
Aside from its purely formai,interest, this analysis will illustrate how code-switching, especially intra-sentential codeswitching; rather thait representing ,a debasement of linguistic /
skills, as -certain prescriptivists claim (e.g. de Grande 1968;
Varo 1971; LaFontaine 1975), is a development requiring
'

A FORMAL GRAMMAifOR-CODE--SWITCHING
-

.

. competence in-4e two coMponerit codes, as well as die additiohal skill to menipulaty them concurrently.

SOCIOLINGUISTIC CONTEXT AND THE UNVERSALITY OF

2.

°CONSTRAINTS

Concurrent, with the enunciation' of the two g eneral codenyitching constraints-free morpheme -and equivalence-it was showri
tliat the more particularistivonsfraints posited previously, for example
that single determiners Iv subject pronouns cannot be switched (Timm
1975; Gumperz 1976; Wentz 1977), or any other such restrictions, are
not borne out empirically, except- where they are coliiequences of the

-

two general co.nstraints.

'

W

Howevei establishing the status of the free morpheme and
equivaleraconsttaints as universal or near-universal' conditions on*

,

,

switching would require much comparativeempirical work. Aside from
the Puerto Rican data, they have been verified for Chicano matePials
published by Valdes-Fallis (1976) and Pfaff (1975,1976), SwedishEnglish (di Sciullo- et al. 1976) code-switching, and in a preliminary
though quantitative way.on Greek-Engfish, I'French-English, Italian&tglish and Yiddish-Spanish-Hebrew data (D. Tong, and S.
Papadopoulos, D. Sheeh,'F. Marchese arid D. Litvak, New Yoik University class papers).
A

-

However, (t is not clear how the free morpheme constraint

might operate in a situation involving EnglisiA and sornk highly infleeted or agglutinative language, nor what might be the scope of the
equivalence constraintlfor langpages with highly different word orders.
To be pertinet, evidence in such cases would depend on establishment
,

of rigorois" criteria for (a) distinguishing switches,from borrowing,
calquing or relexification patterns which may have become part of the
monolingual norm, (b) ,identifying possible equivalence constraint violations against a background of information on monolingual word oriler
constraints;not based on assumptions about standard languages, but,on
empirical documentation .of dialectal or community usuage, (c) determining whether code-switching as such is a functional mode of com-

6

'
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munication within the community, or simply an opcasional. artifact of
interference ,or' other language contact processes, and (d) 'Assessing
individual performance in terms of d9gree of community membefship,
degree of L2 apcNisition, and Contro,1 of code-switching mode.

Aside Irom the question of the validity of the two constraints
across different multilingual communities, there is also the problem of
additional constraint's which Might hold inb specific social contexts.
For example, in s,ome situations involving clearly socially dominant/
subordinate paiwof languages, sWitcbes may occur only by the insert-.
ion of oaasional lexical items from "the dominant language -into the

.

discourse of the other, but not the reverse. (e.g. Denison 1972, G.
.Sankoff 1972). In the Puerto
. Rican situation the free morpheme constraint is partiaiiy superseded by a stronger- constraint completely
excluding English inflections on lexical items of Spanish origin, since
-'sUch items rvely-,seem to be phonolbgically or semantically integrated
into the Englith grammatical system (Pedraza ms.).
e-

Another example from, the PLIerto Rican itudy involves codeswitching among certain speakers wbosemigrational and educational
history has resulted in their being less fluent in English than in Spanish..
The equivalence constraint plays little role in, this situation; because of
their limited competence in English syntactic patterns, theie speakers
produce virtually no intra-senteritial 'code-switches. Instead, they
largely confine themselves to switching, to English for sentence tags,'
interjections, and the occasional single noun in an otherwise entirelV
Spanish sentence (Poplack 1979a).

Indeed, the validity of any cqde-switching constraint, including
the free morpheme and equivalence constrainfi, depends strongly on
the 13articiilar configuration of social factors obtaining in a given community. A tVpology of the.different patterns of code-switching would
have to take Account of such factorlt,

3. SdOPE OF THISSTUDY

,

Compared to the extensive literature on the interactional and

A FORMAL GRAMMAR FOR CODESWITCHING
-

pragmatic aspects of code-switching, the syntactic' aspects have only

9

bi-."

gun to be clarified. One of tile problems has been that the syntax
volved is not easily or convincingly accessible to intuition; switches
not readily elicited, and acceptability judgements may be unreliable
and normatively biased. On the other hand, observation is exceedingly'
difficult, given the precarious,balance of situational factors which must'
a

be sustained in order to assurp the-considerable volume of speech in the

code-switching mode necessary for any katisticilly valid analysii of
syntactic patterns.

One' 'of the sitnitional factors which- may play a crucial role
the effinic identity of the interviewer. As part of a long-term participant observation study in East Harlem, Pedro Pedraza collebted recordings of Puerto--Rican speech behavior in a variety of settings (Pedrasa
ms.)., It has beeb demonstrited (Poplack 108) that the in-group.statusk

of the interviewer coupled with relatively unobtrusive data gathering
techniqUes yielded a body of code-switching data qUalitatively more
diverse and quIntitatively more'numerodi than that,which could have
been elicited by an outsider to the conimunity.
A selection was, made of recordings of 20 individuals including
both balanced bilinguals and speakers who are fluent in Spanish but not

in English. The code,switches,were extracted from these recordings
with the help of Alicia Pousada, and were analyzed in a previous study
(Poplack 19794 An aim of this paper is to reanalyze these data within
a formal grammatical framework. Becouse of the surface nature ot the
ccide-switching constraints described in section 1, the formalism we
adopt is one based On the direct generation of surface phrase structures

by a context-free grammar. In section 5 we justify our choice of this
approach rather than an attempt to generate switches in deep structure.
In order that this analysis be as relevant as, possible to the statistical
generalizations drawn from speech performance data& we discuss how to
probabilize the monolingual Spanish and English grammars, and the
code-switching -grammar which results from their combination. 'In a
preliminary exercise based on speech samples of a Puerto Rican bilingual speaker, we then calculate the frequencies of the different rules in
these grammars as well as the relative frequency of the various syntactic

3
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boundaries eligible -to be the site of a code-saitch. These frequencies
of potential- sWitch sites Ire then compared with actual switch, freqUencies at ihese sites compiled in the previous study for the sample of 20
Puerto Rican speakers, to give the relative susceptibility to code-switching of each kind of syntactic boundary. TS theoretical discussions
serife as a framework and justification for 'Allis analysis of syntactic
boundaries and their switch propensities, which is the main innovation
of this paper. For, the first time, we, present actual code-switching
rates, apdftese Wow that. the equivalence and free morpheme constraintJive implications which go beyond .their qualitative formulations.
4. /HOW MANY GRAMMARS?
There has been some debate over whether discourse containing
code-switches is geneiated by the alternate use of the two monolingual
,grammars or whether a single code-switching grammar exists, combining
elements of the monolingual grammars.2 There are really two questions involved, one notational or definitional, and one substantive. Any

finite set of rules afid- procedures for generating an infinite set is"
grammar, formally speaking, so that any set oi rules for construp trig
the set of sentences containing code-switches is a grammar.3

1

,

,

/

Apart from definitions of a grammar, there remains4Je more
important question of whether code-switching involves the 4Iernation
frdm one distinct° linguistic system to another, or whether $peakers are
'exemplifying some integrated competence in the two languages. The
evidence which seems most pertinent to this issue is" the finding that.
code-switching generally doei not entail pauses, hesitations, repetitions,

corrections or aril/ 'other interruption or disruptio in the rhythm of

speech (Poplack 1979a). 'This is distinct from many bi i gual situations
marked .by language interference, for example, and provides some
justification' for treating code-switched discourse, at least in parts, as
being generated by a single grammar based on the two monolingual
ones. It will be clear, moreover, from the waY that this grammar must
be constructed, that code-switching is- not 4 iresult of imperfect competence in either of the tWo monlingual modes of communication but
A

.
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rather resulis from knowle ge ,of the rules of both, their similarities
and differences; 'nor do code-switchers suffer loss of competence by ,
virtue of their skill at the code-switching mode.

One way of avoiding the conceptual problenis involved, in the
.
notion of a code-switching grammar has been to postulate that one or
°the other of the monolingual grammars is basic to any particular sentence. But this attitude, embodied in the hypothesis advanced by Wentz
(1977) and others that every sentene has only one "base" language,
which can be ascertained by the languages of the determiner and/or
the verb, does not seem pertinent to the East Harlem situation (nor,
for that matter, to other publisheil JChicano data): The viewpoint
that there is an easily identifiabl base language is associated with the .
notion that code-switches involve be41isertion of isolated' Li elements
or vice-versa. This may very
or constituents in otherwise L discou
well be the case in certain context's, such as those described in some of
the studies cited in section 2.' Indeed, in the previous analysis of the
Puerto Rican data, a method wa's operationalized to identify /13ase
language" and "language of the switch". It became clear, howeve
that in many cases this procedure was arbitrary.

A sketch of the different tyks of distribution of the two languages in code-switching discOUrse willAhelp explain why. Such discourse
may contain a stretch of several sentences clearly identifiable as belorig-

ing to one language (except for occasional words or constituents);
as in (5).
(5)

'Cause

I

believe they're poor, they gotta know how to

eat everything; not just little desserts and esos potes [those

jars] whiall I don't like them. (S.L./9)
But in other stretches, constituents may oscillate several times from one
language to the otherg even 'within the confines of a single sentence;as
in (6).

(6) There was a guy, you know, Rue [that] he se mont'S' [got
up] . He started playing with cóngas, you know, and se

,r!;

12
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-1*

monto y empezg a brincar 'got up ant1rted to jump]

and all this-shit: (P.P./25)

There is no empirical justification for insist* that stretches
like (6) or (17) have one underlying lahguage'iNith iniatikons from the

other language. Indeed, no algorithm to determine "bli4nguage" so
fare proposed applies.consistently and convincingly to pe4imance data'

containing multiply switched sentences. Whaf is more 'b Orisittent with
the data is simply to ,allow the possibility that in the utteri4 of a sentence, the rules used to construct its constituents may be draWn at time
from one monolingual grammar and at times from another, Thus in
what follows, neither the root S node of a phrase itructure tree, nor the
NP, VP, etc. nags, must be identified as to language, though some of
them necessarily will be.
Summarizing these-considerations, long monolingual sttetches

of discourse may be thought of as being generated by a monohngual
grammar, but the notion of a code-switching brammar seerns,V be
-called for where switches occur with high density. It will be seertthat
such a grammar may be formalized so as to subsume the two itinolingual grammars, allowing the entire discourse to be analyzed m a
uniform framework. C

5. SWItCHESSURFACE OR DEEP?
The code-switching conOraints are cciitraints on the surface
syntax of a-sentence. There is no empirical evidence that code-switched
sentences are generated as such in a base corbponent and preserved as
such throiigh a series oftkCansformations, as suggested, for example, by
Barkin and Rivas (1979)., Indeed, the evidence is against this. Parts of
sentences which may be analyzed as having been displaced by movement transformations are in nth/way constrained, in real data, fo be bf
the same language as the elements which may have been adjacent to

them irk, d'hp structure, but are rather constrained, if at all, bY fheir
surface neighbors..'

11
The following example is-somewhat of a straw man, since both

13
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of its postulates are .easily domolished. However, it clearly illustrates
how a movement transformation operating on a constituent which is
constrained against being switched in deep structure, implies a clearly
invalid surface constraint.

Timm (1975, 1978), Gumperz (1976). and Barkin and Rivas(1979) have all suggested that underlying subject pronouns must be in
the same language as the verb of a sentence. Thus the code-switch in
sentbnce (7) below (as well as one in (6))should be excluded. Were
passiyes generated transforrnationally, sentence (8) would also be
excluded since its underlying form is of the samq type as (7). In fact,
(8) is not excluded, being typical of attested code-switches involving
prepositional phrases:
-r

(7)

You estets dieVndole la pregun0 in tbe wrong person.

[You're asking the question to the wrongrperson.]
(P.A./43)
(8)

La pregunta fue, dicha (the question was asked) by you.

The facts that sentences like (7) are also attested in these data,
and that passives are not transformationally generated in many current
analyses, do nor alter our contention that a transformational analysis
of jcode-switching will necessarily exclude many well-atteitdd constructidis.4 Conversely, such an analysis might also produce violationkof the
code-switching constraints by moving items remote% deep structure,
and hence permitted to be in different languages, to adjacent positions
on the surface, where they would violate the free morpheme or equivalence constraints:
0

(9) The car del horn bre [of the man] .

but
(10) *erhombre's car
6. FREE UNION GRAMMAR

12

Following the considerations Of the preceding sections,
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we Jfii seek _in the data analysis' 4sketdh surface grammars for the
Spanish and English spoken in our corpus, as well as for the code-

mode. dur goal is obviouslwnot

iO-Ive all the classical

proble s involved In constructing a complete generative description of
any of the languages involved, but to illustrate how two formal mono- -

lingual grammars can be combined to produce a grammar of, the codeswtiching mode.

Suppose we have two context-free phrase structure grammars
G1 and G2 for two languages LI and L2; such that the non-terminal
grain
ical categories of one generally have correspqnding categories
in the 3t6esWe call this the first translatabilitV condition. In addition,
wqassimne eah rolejn G1 can be functionally translated by at least pne
rule in G2, e.g. the rule S 4VP NP which results in Spanish post-posed
siibjects can always be translated by the English S4hIP VP. This is the,
-second translatability condition. These two translatability conditions
will generally hold for any two natural languages described within a
common theoretical framework.

The first condition allows us to definithe FREE UNION of the
two grammars consisting of the common set of grammaticai categori
the combined set of rewrite rules from G1 and G2, and the combin
lexicons. The resulting entity is a phrase structure grammar, it is
context-free, it subsumes the two monolingual grammars, generating
all sentences in L1 and L2, and it generates all possible sententes containing code-switches. Yet this grammar is of little interest. Not only
does it generate equivalence constraint violations like (11), but it also
generates ungrAmmatical monolingual constituents like (12).

(11) NP --?/DET N ADJ
DET -4 the
N

casa

ADJ

*the casa white

tr3

(from Spanish)

A FORMAL GRAMMAR FOR CODESWITCHING

(12) NP

DEf N ADJ

.

15

(from Spanish)

DET -4 the
N "" house
ADJ white

*the house white

Thus the free union grammar of Gi and G2'is not a satisfactory
code-Switching grammar. Some mechanism must be found for restricting the output of tge grammar so that the mcknolingual sentences it generates are grammatical according to G1 or G2, and-the bilingual sentences satisfy the. code-switching constraints. One way of doing this
would be simply to have an output filter which rejected all unsuitable
sentences. In 6eneral, however, the problem of'constructing a finite set
of rules for recognizing ungrammatical sentences, or switches violating
the con,straints, is no less difficult than construcfing the entire gram-

mar. -Ms solution, then, would only be feasible Tor some special pairs
of very .similar languages where code-switching violations could be
'easily recognizable as belonging to some small predetermined set. Fiir

thermore, this solution not only trivialids the problem of finding the
structure of the code-switching grammar, but, also results in a grammar
which is not context-free. Rather, it has some ill-defined, complicated

structure which is not directly comparable to the monolingual grammars.

' Having thus rejected the free union grammar, with or Without

output constraints, we are faced with the key task of this paper: 'to
incorporate the code-switching constraints into the rules of the phrasestructure grammar witpout altering its context-freetnature.

The basic problem is that the code-switching constraints are,
generaljy speaking, conditions on adjacent constituents, but the essence
of context-free generation of sentences is ',that the internal structure of

one constituent does not "Condition that of anoffier. To solve this
problem we must ensure that for any two neighboring constitugnts
whose boundary could potentially involve a code-Mitch violating one
of the constraints, suitable restrictions must already be coded into the

16
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symbol for the grammatical category heading each .onstituent.
And ai
these symbols are rewritten, the restriction information must be
passed
on to, or inherited by, lower level constituents, so that when the term-.
inal grammatical categOries are finally lexicalized, the restriction will
be realized by a compatible choice of language for neighboring lexical
terms.

The approach we will taike is to introduce superscripts on the
symbols for the various categories of the grarmar, and-to restrict the
application of certaint roles,to symbols with appropriate superscripts.
These superscripts_ will appear only in certain derivations and only at
certain nodes, add they will cam) information sufficient to prevent any
violation of the code-switching constraints, and to permit any codeswitches which do not violate them.

7. A CODESWITCHIAIG GRAMMAR
The code-switching grammar will then be constructed as folIts lexicon will be the combined lexicon of the two mono-lingual
grammars. Its grammatical categories will be the grammatical 9ategories
of Gi and G2 (most of which they have in common). Each' category
may occur in a (possibly large, but finite) xumber of versions, depending on the presence of superscripts, as will be explained below. As for
the rules of the code-switching grammar, consider first any rule R in
Gi. Using the second translatability condition stated above, we can,
coinpare R to all its possible translations by rules of G2. Suppose for
any pair of symbols in the output of R, there exists at least one G2
translation which does not reverse the order of the two symbols. Then
R is included among the rules of the code-switching grammar, again
possibly in a number of different versions. Rules of G2 are similarly
included in, the code-switching grammar if they satisfy an analogous
condition. Now, if in the output of the rule R there are Iwo (obligatory) symbols ordered in a way excluded in all the corresponding G2
rules, the equivalence constraint means tha epust not allow a switch
15- from Li to L2 after the constituent heade by the first of these two
consecutive symbols, the first of which represents a morpheme bound
to the second, a switch from Li to 12 must be precluded between the
lows.

.
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Likewise, if the second symbol is the bound morpheme, no
switch from L2 to Li may intervene:
symbols.

To ensure that such restrictions are obeyed,.the rule, R cannot
be incorporated into the code-switching grammar as is. Rather, the two

symbols in question must be modified in the output of R by superscripts which ,indicate that the constituents they head are in a strictli

Li order.
8.. SUPERSCR I P,3 CONVENTIONS

Each superscript will have two components separated by a colon, the first component indicating a language, the second a terminal
category .(e.g. sp:adj or eng:det). This category and only this category

will be the one which must, be lexicalized in Li. It simple example
involves the Spanish rule NP---.V DET N ADJ, whose English translation
DET ADJ N (13). Here fhe superscript\on the N in the codeis, NP

p.

switching grammar is sr", and on the,ADJ it is szadj I n th is. case, thg
superscript means only that when the category N is lexicalized, it will
be in Spanish, and similarly for the ADJ. Note that the DET remains
unsuperscripted, so that it may belexcialized in Spanish or in English.
Engl ish :

(13) Spanish,:

NP DET AEIJ N

-41 DET N ADJ

Code-switching:
NP

Nsp:n ADJsp:adi

This suffices to preclude code-switching constraint `violations like (11)
and monolingual grammaticality violations like (12).
To satisfy the free morpheme constraint, it is necessary that any
6 rule generating a Spanish bound morpheme incorporate 'sP" superscripts on this morphew and on the free morpheme category to which
it is bound.
16

.
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What of rules rewilting high order categories? For
the Spanish
postposed stibject rule in (13a) we cannot leave unrestricted furtheir
choice of rewrite and lexicalization rules without risking generating
sentences like (13b). Noi do we want to be restricted to Spanish %fly for
further rules: this would exclude (13c) which is in no way unusuall,
a

(14) S--4VP NP
(13b) *arrived he
(13c)

'

LlegOw yesterday la mania rrira.

yesterday.].

[My mother arrived

Thus the grammatical category component of the sQ3erscript
must be carefidly chosen to ensure that the equivalence constraint is
notlOolated, but without Putting any other restrictiOn on the string
being'generated. This is donees in (14).
(14) S ,VPs133! NPs131

isrwritten, superscript is transmitted toell symbols in
the output of t e rewrite rule, as in (15).
When' the VP
c.

(15) wsp:v....wsp:v ADvsp:v

/

When the Vsp:v is lexicalized, it must be in Spanish, l7;at as for the
ADV5P:v category, since the supeiscript does not specify sp:adv,
an adverb may bchosen froAither the Spanish or English lexicons-cf. (13c). We refer to this as a heritability condition. The transMission of the sr" superscript from any, symbol which has it to all the
symbols which rewrite it is the most general type of heritability con5
dition4qFor each rule which rewrites VP, another version must occur
in the
mmar With all symbols superscripted sr", and the same holds
f% any symbol in THEIR 'outputs which is non-taminal (i.e. is to be
rewritten), and so on. The only exceptions are: (a) embedded S nodes
do not inherit superscripts, (b) superscripts originating in equivalence
constraints in embedded constituents, or in free morpheme constraints,

1 7-

,

.
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supersede those from high order equivalence constraints and (c) lexicalization of categories not involved in the superscript is unrestricted into
language.

A second type of Iritability condition is exemplified by the
sr" superscript on the N'P'm (14). Any time a symbol swerscripted

5

this way is rewritten, the superscript must be pa...ed on to at least one
synithol in the dutput of theele. And any terminal granimatical category thus superscripted must be lexicalized in Spanish: Again, embedded S nodes do not inherit this superscript- The V: I superscript
serves simply to ensure that the NP is not entirely lexicalized in English
--though there are no empirical grounds for specifying that any PART
ICULAR element of the NP, even the DET, be in Spanish.
In another exempt describing Spanish conjoined'noun phrases
both modified by a shared adjective (16a), the rule must be respecified
as (16b), so that the CONJ and any element of each of the conjoined
NPs, other than the N, may be switched to English. The sp:I1 superscript is of the same type as the sP:vAsuperscript in (15) and has the
.
same heritability condition.
co=
41.

(16a) Spanish conjoined Np NP--9110 CONJ NP. ADJ

(16b) Code-switching:

NP-4NIPs13:r1 CONJ NOP:"
ADJSP:adj

4

.

involving different heriAre any other types of
tability 'conditions necessary? in t is present,study we have not found
any necessary, 14,t this may simply

a function of the two languages

involved, and of the Oitilie way the free morpheme and equivalence
constraints function for partipular pairs of languagcl. 'thus our procedurlor constructing the set of rules in. the code-switching gramthar may
have to be .modified as different types of non-equivalence are examined. 6 The fundamental principle, however, will remain the systematic
comparison of corresponding G1 and G2 rules.
Every time a discrepaitcy between G1 ant.FG2 higher order rules
c)

\,.
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.

.

may lead to a violation of the dode-sivitching constraints, we must first
identify the constituents which risk being involved in this
violation. We
then incorporate lexicalizatión restrictions in the terms of the higher
order rule, restections which carry with them certain heritability con:
ditions to bnsu e that lexicalizatinn is carried out appropriately
but is.
not overly anstrained. This entails a proliferation of categories and
rules in the grammar, but does not interfere with its context-free nature.. Nike that the restrictions are a function of the similarities and
differences between the two languages in4olved, Ind derive only fr m
the equivalence and free morpheme conitraints a6d nOt from any o er.
purported universal syntactic properties of VPs, for example. \

9. PROBAB1LISTI eGRAMMARS

I. In the reniainder of this paper, we will analyze the syntactic'
aspects of code-switching heard in the speech of Puerto Aican bilinduals. Though the context-free grammar for the code-switching mode.
described above may well aecount for the types of switches allowed and

those excluded in this corpus, it cannot by itself capture many of the
other regularities observed in this typ,e of discourse. In particular, and
it shares this inability with any generative grammar when confronted
with performance data, it cannot account for the many striking quantitative patterns eviden) in the discourse.

A grammar will, however, generate the quantitative structure-of
a language as well as iti qualitative or categorical aspects, rf a suitable
probabilistic component is added to the generative machinery. Context-free grammars are easily probabilized, as noted years ago, by e.g.
Klein (1965) and Grenander (1967). ProbaVlistic context-free gram^mars have been used to stLidy style-shifting (Iklein 1965); first language
acquisition (Suppes 197,0), grammatical inference (Horning. 1969;
Sankoff 1971, 1972), the acquisition of German by migrant workers
(Heidelberger Forschungiprojekt "Pidgcr-Deutsch" 19781 Klein and
Dittmar 1979), and differences in noun hrase structure in written and"
spoken Endlish (Hindle 1980).
.

in this section we will discuss the relationship between the

.

,
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probabilistic context-free grammar generating L1 and1.2 monolin
speech on the one hand, and the probabilistic code-switching graMnar
on the other. This will serve as a conceptual framework for the anal sis
in the next sections.
The key to die prObabilization Of a context-free grammar is that
When a node of a given category is to be rewritten/the choice Of rewrite
rule is made according to a set of probabilities over allpossible rules for
rewriting that category, and is Made independent of all other dhoices of ,
rewrite rules in the derivation. Thus if the only ways to rewrite' NP
w
a grammar were summarized by
NP

(DET) N (ADJ),

?

4

then each of the possibilities NP IN, NP /DET N, NP-4,N ADJ and
DET N ADJ would be assigned_a probability, i.e. a number between zero anci one', in the definition of the grammar, and these numNP

bers, would have to sum to one. Then every time an Nr was to be
rewritten, a random (not to be confused with equiprobab(e) choice
among the,four possibilities would be made with each one's chances
of being chosen equal to its associated probability A similar set of
' probabilities would exist for the rules rewriting S, another set for VP,
and so on.

For a given context-free grammar the rule probabilities can be
estimated by examining .a sufficiently large corpus, or sample of the'
generated language, parsing each sentence, and counting rule. frequencies. If there are ambiguities, more complicated 'procedures are necesof,
sary (Sankoff 1971, 1972i.

Our conditions in the previous section on the translatability
'Of categories "of G1'and'G2 mean that they are essentially two probabil-.
istic cirtext-free grammars using the same set..of symbols, and this led
to a niturial definition of then code-switching grammar. CoMplications
arise when we come to probabilize the rules of this new grammar. How.
are the probabilities associated with the rules of G1 and G2 combined
to produce the probabilitiet of the rules in the code-switching gram-,

20
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mai?

To' answer this question will require a great deal of empirical
Once sufficient data analysis enabAes us to establish the
mechanism for combining probabilities, this madtaniim will be the key
to truly integrated "deductive/inductive, research on the relationship
between probabilistic monolingual and code-swItching grammars. That
is, the statistical properties of the code-switching grammar will not-only
be empirically observable in code:switching cl)scourse, but will also be
pridittable from the statistical properties of the monolingual grammars.
The format of the data available to us, however, and the preliminary
naturefof this exercise, permit us access to 'code-switching statistics
onlyly directly examining code-switching discoase, and not by deduction from the monolingual grammes. For the present we can only
speculate on the details of the probabilistid mechanisms invdved in
conibining grammars.
research.

.i,

The simplest hypothesia1cesaccount of the observation tha4 a
given stretch of code-syvitching discOurse is characterized .13Y a certain
proportion of L1 ahd a certain proportion of L2. These proportions
are sensitive, among other things, to the bilingual ability of the speaker,
and th ature of the inoterlocutor, situation and topic,
but:even with all
such actors held constant, basically monolingual
stretches alternate
wi
stretches of- high code-switching density, as Mentioned in* section 4.
v
4
b

P

The hypothesis would have rules for rewriting a category i C>
n the
code-switching grammar chosen' at random from the eligible rules in Gi
and rt2, wth
i the probahilities Iring a
the probebilitie in the two monolingual grammars, weight according. to the
propo ion of L1 and L2 in the overall discothie. (There would
exceptions, of cohrse, especially-when certain superscripted categor s
were rewritten.) It seems likely, however, though this would need to .
be verified mathematically and experimentally, that this choice mech,

.

anism would 'yield far thore multiply switched sentences. than ,are
empicically observed. To circtimvent this difficulty, it will proba4ly be
necessary to allow sP or eng superscripts on some phrase structure
nodes aside from those discussed in section 8. When a node is to be
re itten,
each sub-category will be superscripted in the.same way (or
-
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each lexicalization would be in the same language4 Dependivg on the
prevalence of such superscripted nodes, we can obtain rates of codeswitching per sentence more in accord with observed tendencies. The
complete solution of this problem awaits further quantitative research,
but later we will present empirical evidence that the code-switching

grammar probabilitjes do represent compromises between the two
monolingual gr

mays:

Why arsothe rule probabilities of the code-switching grammar
so important? It is because the probabilities in a context-free grammar

determine ALL the statistical alid quantitative properties of the language it generates. In particular; they completely determine the preferred locations and frequency of code-switchesvithin the sentence. And

it is the comparison of these theoTtical predictions with the type of
observations and calculations in the next section..which is the Moit
promising way Of verifying a formal syntax of code-switching.

10. CODESWITCHING FREQUENCIES AND RATES
In the study of code.switching it does not suffice to document
the...rarity of exceptions to purpoited syntactic constraints in order to
,prove them. PCir. example, Timm (1978) attempted Act validate the 'I
universality of the syntacticAzonstraints she darlier (19751 felt to be
valid for Spanish-English switching, by counting the exceptiOns to these

'constraints in Russian-French code-switching discourse in Tolstoy's
WAR AND PEACE. For most of 'the constraints conjectured she found
only a few exceptions. However, since she does not indicate how much
code-switching discourse is contained in the opus or how many codeswitches there are in all, or how many are intra-sentential, the significance of the exceptions cannot be assessed.

Previous quantitative studies (Pfaff 1975, 1976; Poplack 1978,
1979a) have been more revealing in showing what proportion of Code'switches involved nouns, what proportion deterniiners, etc. Even this,
however, does not_give a clear indication of the quantitative effpcts of
syntactic Context on code-switching. Just because single noulls, fop o
example, were found to constitute 14% of the switches,while predicatir
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adjectives made up only 3%, this does not necessarily mean that nouns
are more likely to be switched than predicate adjectives. Perhaps nouns
occur 5 or -10 times more often in discourse than predicate adjectives.
To estimate the true relative susceptibility of a syntactic boundary as a
code-switch site, we divide the R: a w freqUency of. switches at each type

of boundary by the frequency of oCcurrence of this boundary, in the
todeswitcher's discourse.
Thus we undertook tO estimate t(lie--oveall occurrence rate of
various constituent,. boundary .types in typical discourse containing
code-switches. Isolated, in a series of recorded conversations with a
balanced 13. ingual speaker, some 30 st-retches of discourse containing
code-switch s. The one or More sentences in each stretch were parsed
using,a Iimite'I number oflyntactic categories, as in (17).

(17). Y en Puerto Rico he would say que cortaba catia, even
though tenfa su negocio, you know.. [And in Puerto Rico
he would say that he cut, cane even though he had his
own business', you know.] (S.L132),
See Diagram on Page 25.

A

In accordance with the distussion at the end of section 9 above,

we also attempted to infer which nodes of the -phrase structure tree
could be unequivocally identified as to language. The following criterion was adopted., whenever a node dominated only Spanish lexical
terms, the rule rewAting it was classified as a Spanish rule, and analogously for English -rules. The remainder, those that dominated both
Spanish and English (in example (17), the S, VP and ADVB'L nodes)
lexical ,items, were lis)ed Separately as most representative of the codeswitching mode.

This manner of identifying node languages appliei more widely
than th9 language choices required by the code:switching constraints
discussed in sections 7 and 8. "In example (17), tIte only superscripts
imposed by the equivalence constraints would be sp:v on all nodes of
the VPs cortaba cq-ircFand tenia su negocio, reflecting the impossibility,
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of subject. pronoun absence in English in this context. As argued in section 9,-the additional specification of language in some nodes not invol-

ved in code-switching constraints may help to better account for
observed rates of code-switching. Although in parsing we can easily
identify the nodesv further research will be necessary before we can
suggest a probabilistic mechanisin for the choice of such nod% in the
generation process.

11. RULE FREQUENCIES
Using the surface phrase structures bbtained from the parsing
procedure, we were able to tabulate (a) the frequency-if the marious
rewrite rules used in generating the sentences, and (b) ttie frequency
of constituent boundaries of various types.

As in the previous section, we point out that theoretically, we
1it to use .the estimates derived from the Spanish only and
would
and English only data to predict rule probabilities in the code-switching
mode. Further, we would like to predict the frequency of various con-'
stituent boundaries as well as the switch frequency at these boundaries.
./These predictions could then be compared to the empirical results with
a view to further refining the theory.

4TA, discussed in the previous section,\ however, neither our
knowledge of the generative machinery, nor these preliminary data, are
sufficient for detailed inference based on a probabilistic context-free
grammar model. In Table 1, however, we can make some inter-code
distinctions by separating rewrite rules applyin th nodes identified
r are listed
as English and those identified as Spanish. The
under 'code-switching'. Certain differences are obvious in the Table.

The most, striking distinction ihable 1 is the tendency 'for
NP VP rule followed by
English sentences to be derived by a
NP--->PRO, whereas in Spanish the dominant tendency is for S-3.VP,
followed by NP >(DET) N. This difference reflects the prevalent option for subject pronoun deletion in Spanish.

Jr
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SPANISH

ENGLISH

,trAo

It

v

,AI*VP tTAG
N

DVB

1,

6

(TAG) VP (TAG)
S 24 (CONJ) NP
S-4,.,VP NP (TAG)

t,

3

I

'

-

c,

0

i

12

ADVB'L

15

80
0

,3

0

6

0

9

..

,.

0

0,

S 9'NP S (TAG)

(n = 33)

,

A

NP -4 PRO

62%
0

S

S 9CONJ S

20,/,.

79%

VIVL

CODESWITCHING

06

(n=34)

(n = 10)

0

60

.

\

NP --IP (DET) N

NP ....1)(DET) ADP N

NPs(DET) N ADJ%*
..

NP .--)NP S
NP--)NP CONJ NP

20

go

43

e

6

7

3

15

3

0

29

5

0

21
(n = 14)

(n = 68)

a

VP --)(140D) V NP (ADVWL)

0'

(n = 33)

31

35

21

38

18

14

.9

I

"MREP PHR

VP ...),k(ADV) (MOD) V AES
ADJ'L

VP )AIJX (NEG) V

1

9

VP >PRO*+ (MOD) V (NP)
VP->NP+ V
VP --')NEG V NP
A

...
31

NP
SUB CONJ S
PREP PHR

VP --)(AUX) V "BUB CONJ

a

,..

14

0

-30

0

' 11

0

0

6

7

0

0

(n = 32)

,

43
(n = 14)

(n = 17)

Table 1. Probabilistic pluase structure grammars. S, NP and VP rewrite rules for English, Spanish and code-switching modes.
* One or more constituents of this type..

°

+ These are object NPs, pronouns, or reflexive cities.
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In the NP rules we note a difference between

adjective or adjec-

tival placement in Spanish and English. This is only a quantitative
differencethough most Spanish adjectives must be postposed,
some

may precede the noun, and both English and Spanish adjectivals
follow
the noun.

In the VP rules, we note the difference between
Spanish and
English in the use of verb auxiliaries and negation, and
in the position
of the object NP. In Spanish but not English,
the object NP is optionally preposed, and obligatorily preposed in many
cases when it is pro-,
nominalized:
There is a general tendency for the numbers in the
code-switching column to resemble the English figures in
some respects and the
Spanish in others. The exceptions result from
two factors. One is
simply statistical fluctuation due to the sample size.
The other, more
important, is the apparent elevated tendency for recursive
rules involving subordination and conjunction to be employed in the codeswitching mode when rewriting S, NP a*VP. This latter
tendency is
probably largely due to the fact that those rules used late in the derivation, containing few embedded constituents, were most likely
to be
clearly monolingual, i.e. Spanish or English, while those rules used
earlier, generating tanjoined and subjoined structures,
dominated many
more constituents and were thus more likely to dominate constituents
of both languages, so that they could not be inferred
to be drawn from
either, the Spanish or the English grammar.

An important conclusion to be drawn from this part of the
proximity to
one or more code-switches, the speaker is strictly maintaining
the
qualitative and quantitative distinctions between the Spanish
and
English grammars. Whenever a stretch of, discourse,
no matter how
short, can be clearly identified as monolingpat, the rules of the
appropriate monolingual grammar, and their associated probabilities,
are
exclusively in play.c)
exercise is that even inethose portions of discourse in close

12. CODESWITCHING RATES

I.
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Along with the rewrite rules discussed in the previous section,
the parsing exercise also produced frequency counts of corrstituent
boundaries of various types in the 30 discourse stretches analyzed. In
this section, we combine these data with the results of PQplack (1979a)
on the observed frequencies of switches of various grammatical categories, in order to evaluate switch rates, i.e. the propensity of given syntactic bOundaries to be the site of a code-switch.

Had the latter data been in terms of switch frequencies at the
various constituent boundaries, and had the two data sets been compiled on exactly the same corpus, it would have been an easy matter to
divide the switch frequency at each boundary type by the frequency of
that boundary type, and hence, to derive the switch rate for that type
of constituent boundary.

But because the 1979a data were compiled in terms of the
grammatical category of the switched item, we first had to convert
them to boundary terms by cross-tabulating the category of the switch-

ed item with the categories of the preceding and following items.
And because the corpus for the category frequency data was
not identical to the corpus for the boundary frequency data, dividing
the former (converted from category to boundary terms) by'' the latter
does not give the switch rate, but a number which must be multiplied
by a certain factor to obtain the switch rate. This factor is largely
determined by the relative size of the two corpora, and remains constant for all boundary types, since the same disproportion between the
two corpora holds for the data from each type of syntactic boundary.

This means that even if the numbers obtained by dividing
switch frequencies by boundary frequencies are not the actual switch
rates, they are all proportional to the 'true' switch rates by the same
constant of proportionality.
In any case, we have already noted that in code-switching discourse, rates are by no means homogeneous, either from situation to n
situation, or from speaker to speaker. Thus, dividing switch frequen- 0,
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cies by boundary frequencies for the whole corpus, including
the largely monolingual parts, would have produced rates too low for stretches
where switches are dense, and too high for stretches where they
are
rare. (Again, however, 'too high' and
'too low' would apply uniformly
across all boundary types, so that if the estimated rates are not really
applicable to a given stretch qf discourse, they are all proportional
to
the true rates.)

Moreover, given that a speaker's propensity for switching differs according to both extralinguistic factors and the specifics of thegiven conversational> interaction, the calculation of absolute, or universal, switch rates does not seem to be a very meaningful goal. But since

we cannot expect any interaction between these extralinguistic factors
and the boundary types affected by switching (with one exception,
to
be discussed below), changing the sitpation will change the switch
rates,
but only in a proportional way across all boundary types.

In sum, our primary goal must be to calculate not the switch
rates themselves, but the ratios betive n the switch rates at various
syntactic boundaries. As the situation phanges, or the speaker changes,
or even from one stretch of converse ion to another, the switch rates
will all change, but will remain in the same proportion to each other.
Thus we need not be overly concerned about the fact that our calculations only produce figures proportional to code-switching rates rather
than the rates themselves, since it is only the propprtionality among
the rates which can hold throughout a discourse, from speaker to
speaker and from situation to situation.

Thus in Table 2, we show the RELATIVE propensity for each
syntactic- boundary type to be the site of a switch, using the formula
in (18).

(18) code-switch rate at a
= constant x
given syntactic boundary

number of switches
at boundary
frequency of
boundary

For Table 2, a constant was chosen in an effort to obtain the probabil-,
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ity of a code-switch at a given syntactic boundary in a typical stretch of
code-switching discourse. The figures in Table 2 are, as we have stress-

ed, meaningful in a proportional sense only, i.e. they may all be too
high or too low by a constant factor, and this factor will change from
situation to situation, and from speaker to speaker.
See Table 2 on Page 32.

Table 2 shows that constituent boundaries are clearly subject to
a hierarchy ranging from very high propensity to be the site of a switch,

to total absence of switching. We remark first-that prohibited switch
sites are precisely those in the vicinity of which ,the number and/or
order of sentence elements generated by a given rule is excluded in one

of the two languages, i.e. those which violate the equivalence constraint. Included here are constructions involving NEG placement,
which in Spanish directly precedes the main verb, as in (19), while in
English it follows an auxiliary or a modal as in (20).
(19)

An' the second one, I seen everything 'cause no cog'r na'

[I didn't take anything]
(20)

.

(S. L./1)

La anestesia [the anesthesia] ,

I didn't take it. (S.L./2)

Also included here are constructions involving reflexive and
object pronoun clitic placement, which in Spanish precede the verb,
as in (21), and in English follow if they appear in the surface structure at all; similarly, for Spanish constructions in which the subject
NP follows the verb, as in (22). Switches in these examples may occur
around, but not at, the boundaries in question.
(21)

This one, he doesn't wanna eat casi, right? Se le da un
dolor de barriga [he gets a stomach ache] . HQ gets a

lot of stomach pains. (S.L./4)
(22)

I really been in here, which queria Juan [Juan wanted]
you know, desde [since] nineteen seventy two.
(S.L./28,29)
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SWITCH SITE

s

RATES

Between tag and preceding or folloWing category
Between ADV and ADVB'L and preceding or following
category
Between PRED ADJ and preceding category
Between DET and N or NP
Between coordinate conjunction and PRECEDIWG
category
Between subordinate conjunction and FOLLOWING
category

S V
Between -C.

VP} and iNP.}

40 %
5 -10
15
13

,

9.
0

3.9

2.7: 3.6

,

Between coordinate conjunction and FOLLOWING
category

2.2

Between ADJ and {NNel

2.2

N

1

andf*

Between LINPJ
Between PREP and FOLLOWING category

2.3

_23

v

Between 1.VP.Tand PREP PHRASE

Beeen{AMUONDj and

{

V1

2.3
14?

.9

Vpjtw

V

Between PREP PHRASE and ADJ'L (except

after{VP

and PRECEDING c4ejory

< .1

Between subordinate conjunction and PRECEDING
category
Between pronoun and preceding or following category
Between clitics and V
Between AUX and NEG
Between NEG an diVMOD}
Between VP and subject NP

3

;
0

0
0

Table 2. Code-switchinvates at different syntactic boundaries.
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Note that these restrictions stem only from the differences
between two languages involved in the code-switching mode. Published
data on French-Italian, for example, which both make use of equivalent

rules of cliti(pronoun placement, include a switch between clitic and
verb: si sent 'S/he feels' (di Sciullo et al. 1976).

At the other extreme, the greatest propensity to switch is
shown by the category TAG; both when it precedes and follows each
of the 16 other syntactic categories studied, as in (23), for example,
and despite the fact that this segment occurs relatively rarely in noncode-switched discourse.
(23)

Yo estaba aburrecido, muriendome, you know?

[I was

dying of boredom, you known (C.B./28)
This reflects the fact that tags are subject to minimal if any syntactic
restrictions and so may be switiped easily without fear of violating the
equivalence constraint. Indeed, switches of precisely this category were

found (Pop lack 1979a) to characterize the discourse of non-fluent
bilinguals, allowing them to participate in the code-switching mode
although they lacked the bilingual ability in L2 to engage in More complex switching.

If any boundary types do not obey the proportionality relationship discussed above, ,it will be those involving tags. Thus for certain
speakers, switches involving tags will be increased dramatically, while
those involving other constituents will ng.t. only not increase proportionally, but may even decrease. The 4021figure attached to tags may
be somewhat exaggerated relative to the other rates because the 'category frequency' data on which they ',are based contained many :tags

switched by non-fluent bilinguals who engaged in little other intrasentential code-switching.

Another favored switch point is before a predicate adjective.
This preference contrasts sharply with the restrictions against switching

between the non-equivalent noun + adjective or 'adjective + noun
boundaries to be discussed below.
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The point between determiner and noun will be the site of a
switch about 13% of the iime according to these calculations, a finding
reflecting the great susceptibility of nouns not only to be borrowed,
but also to be switched, as is widely noted in the literature (e.g. Weinreich 1953, Gumperz 1971, Timm 1975, Wentz 1977).
Finally, adverbs and adverbial phrases, both preceding and fol-

lowing the other constituents studied, are very likely to be switched,
with a rate of 5-10% depending on the specific constituent with which
they are combined. This again reflects, thqugh not as strikingly as for
tags, the large number of slots these categories may oceupy (as in (24),
for example) within the sentence without fear of violating the equivalence constraint.

(24a) A los cuatro meses [at fohr months] they start munching

on some rice and 6eans. (S.LA)
(24h) Unb no podi comer came [we couldn't eat ma? every

day. (S.L./20)

Conjunctions and prepositions show an interesting pattern of
asymmetries in these data. Coordinate conjunctions tend to be in the
language of the following constituent, as evidenced by the high pfo n-

sity to switch before such constituents in contrast with an ave ge
propensity to switch after them. Subordinate conjunctions an prepositions, however, tend strongly to remain in the language of the head,
element on which they depend, and it is the remainder of the dependent clause which is switched. This switch rate would seem to tie in
with Gumperz' (1976) constraint requiring that the conjunctions be in
the same code as the conjoined sentence, at least insofar as coordinate
conjunctions are concerned. Why coordinate and subordinate conjunctions should behave distinctly in this regard, however, is not immediately apparent. Nor is the data conclbsive. Examples such as (25) are
not rare. For the moment, then, we must allow for the possibility that
the quantitative patterns are due to sparse data.

33 (25a)

I could understand que [that] you don't knOW how to

1
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Speak Spanish,verdad? [right] ? (S.L./75)

(256) Right to 104th Street donde tenra una case
[where'. I had
a house] which were futnished rooms. (S.L.125)

(25c) Any kind of book that's interesting, about, Mafia 0 [or]
love story 0 sex books or things like that.

If the tendency of switches to' occur after and not before prepositions and subordinate conjunctionsi is borne out, however, this
would dispel any identification of higlrorder constituent boundaries
with ease of switching, and constituents linked by late rewrite rules
with resistance to switching: prepositions and subordinate conjunct.
ions are both linked at a higher level with their header categories than
with what follows them.

The boundary between verb and following object NP shows a
somewhat higher switch rate than that between preceding subject NP
'and following VP, though both types of switches are far more frequent
than- any before or after a subject pronoun. Indeed, it is precisely the
very low propensity Of subject pronouns to be switched which explaini
why scholars have posited categorical constraints against switching
them (e.g. Timm 1975, 1978; Gumperz 1976), and which most clearly
illustrates the utility of a quantitative approach to the study of codeswitching.

We remark that a large riroportion of syntactic boundaries are
lk affected by the same, intermediate switch rate of apProximately 2.2
2.3%. Now, if the equivalence and bound morpheme constraints were

not only qualitatively but also quantitatively the only constraints on
code-switching, we would expect all switch rates for all boundaries to
be the same. And indeed, apart from the especially susceptible types,
largely involving freely moveable constituents, and the very low frequency types, which in some cases seem to approach being morphemic

rather than syntactic boundaries, all other constituent boundaries
involve switches at a rate proportional to the frequency of these boundaries in monolingual speech.
34
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We find that even the bmindary between adjective and noun has
ari intermediate switch rate, i.e. the properisity for this bOunbary to be
the site of a switCh largely reflects its frequency of occurrence in non-,
switched discourse. This is somewhat surprising since most Spanish
adjectives do not follow the equivalent word order, as may, be seen in
125).
(26a)

No coge la estaciOn latina.
'station.] (W.B./23)

[It doesn7t get the Latin

(26b) 6ecause they're Spanigh people. (W.B./62)

Many do, however, and at any rate, this switch site has already been
shown (Poplack 1979a) to represent the majority of the few aitisted
violations of the equivalence constoint.
Showing a relatively low propensity tt be the site of a switch is
the point between auxiliary or modal and verb, which again explains

why categorical constraints have been posited (Timm 1975, 1978)
against switching here.
13. DISCUSSION

In constructing a formal apparatus as a framework for the empirical exercise, several points emerge. The code-switching constraints
are surface phenomena and cannot be naturally genefated in deep structure. Phrase structure grammars for L1 and L2 can be combined to
form a code-switching grammar which generates grammatical monolingual sentences as well as those containing only valid code-switches.

Turning to the data analysis itself, we find ihat.rule frobabilities for the code-switching grammar represent a comprothise between
G1 and G2 probabilities, but the details of this compromise renfain to
be investigated. Finally,.the switching propensities for yorious syntactk
bpundaries yield a clear and simple picture of syntactic effects on codeswitching. For- most boundary types, switches occur withI rate proportional to the occurrence of the boundgt,type.. Freely moveable

i)
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constituents have more switches at their boundaries, while boundaries
between con§tituents which are highly constrained to occur together,
approaching the status of bound morphemes, are more resistant to
swjtches.

We do not claim .perfect accuracy for all the figures in Table 2,
given the size of our sample, possibilities of incompatibility of the two
corpora used, and the rough nature of the syntactic analysis. nevertheless, their interpretation is quite clear. The equivalence and free morpheme constraints extend quantitatively to performance data: not only
are all boundaries which satisfy the equivalence constraint eligible for
code-switching, but most are equally LI KELY to be the site of a switch.

Those exceptional boundaries which show a relatively low rate of
switthing involve two cloiely bound syntactic elements whose relation-

ship apfiroaches, but does not quite enter, the domain of, the free
morpheme constraint. This quantitative approach permits an analysis

which accounts for more of the data and is more scientific than the
constraint-and-exception paradigm which has characterized the code%
switching literature.
.Tmihe extent that _the code-switching constraints, both in their
qualitative and quantitative aspects, are validated by this and future
studies, they may prove to be useful tools in the study of monolingual
syntactic structure. We have already seen, for example, that the free
morpheme constraint prohibits switches categorically only between
truly bound forms, but that it operates in a weaker way between forms
which are closely linked but not clearly bound. We may now reverse
the argumentation and make use of this fact to evaluate the status of
binding relationships beiween morphemes in moniThfigual speech. If
two supposedly bound morphemes in a language are investigated in a
code-switching situation and found never to be separated by a codeswitch, their bound status is confirmed. If their boundary is susceptible to switches, but only at a low rate, we may say they are weakly
bound, aril so on.

Simharly, for the equivalence constraint, where there is some
question over the rules generating a certainjts of structures in mono-
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lingual speech, an investigation of theproposed syntactic boundaries in
the code-switching situetion may help clarify the situation. For example, Spanish preposed objects may be generated in two ways: directly in the verb phrase,_as in (27), or by topicalizing extraposition, as
in (28).

(27) VP-1,NP V

Ellos al gata mataron. 'They killed the cat.'
(28) S-4NP S
Al gato, ellos ma taron. 'The cat, they killed.'

Since subject pronoun deletion is common in Spanish, both
(27) and (28) reduce to (29):
(29) Al gato ma taron. -"They killed the cat.%

For a speech variety Wherisentences like (29) are common (not the
case for Puerto Rican Spanish), an investibation of the possibility of
switches into English between gato and metaron would be diagnostic of
the syntactic structure. If (29) has the same structure as (28), such
switches would be common. If the structure is like (27), they would be
prohibited, since English cannot prepose object NPs in the VP.

A third, area where code-switching may be an indication of syn-

tactic structure is in evaluating the relative importance of constituent
hierarchy and lexicon in the structure of sentences. For example, prepositions (or subordinate conjunctions) introducing a verb complement
me* be heavily constrained lexically, i.e. by the verb in question. lfl
the constituent hielarchy, however, thoie items will be more closely
grouped with the other elements of the complement than with the verb.
The possibility that switches occur more readilrafter prepositions and,
subordinate conjunctions than before, may reflect the greater weight of
lexicon-controlled constraints than constituent hierarchy relationships.
This may be especially true if a verb required different complement
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structures in the two languages.

The evidence we have presented for the syntactic integrity of
Spanish and English grammars, even when they are being used sequentially and simultaneously, bolsters other arguments for nonconvergence

of Spanish and English in the Puerto Rican speech community. A
quantitative semantic analysis of tense and aspect (Pousada and Pop lack

19)9) and morphophonological analysis of word-final inflections
(roplack 1980) in the same community have also shown that t
grammar of Spanish (aside fgm the lexicon), which serves a wi e
range of communicative functions, has been extraordinarily resista t
to influence 4rom the grammar of English; this despite the econ
and political dominance of the English-speaking community.

This integrity of the monolingual modes of discourse in the
community clearly puts into relief the special nature of the codeswitching mode as a distinct communicative resource for skilled bilingual speakers. This mode, which is not to be confused with borrowing or other language contact phenomena, is governed by a well-defined
set of syntactic rules. We have shown its structure to be accessible
through the scientific study of speech performance in much the same
way as monolingual varieties.

FOOTNOTES1

This research was supported by an operating grant from the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Council of Canada and by grants from the

National Institute of Education (U.S.A.) and the Ford Foundation.
Part of this -paper was presented at the 54th. Meeting of the Linguistic
Society of America (1979). Many of the points raised here reflect
discussions with Alberto Rivas, Claire Lefebvre,' Gillian Sankoff, and
members of the Language Policy Task Force at the Center for Puerto
Rican Studies. Thanks to Migdalia Rodriguez for her expert preparation of the text.

2 The situation with trilingual code-switching gives rise to analogous
questions, somewhat more complicated.
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3 This includes the transformational grammar approach of Barkin and

Rivas (1979), despite their concern for keeping the monolingual
grammars separate while generating the set of code-switched sentences.

4 'The difficulty in constructing
an example with less shaky postulates
is a coniequence of the shrinking stock of transformations now recognized by generative grammarians.

.

5

This may seem like an uneconomical procedure. Why put sr"
superscripts on rule output categories which never dominate verbs? Would it

not be preferable to limit the number of categories in the code-switching grammar distinguished only by irrelevant superscripts?dThe answer
is yesfor any particular code-switching grammar. It is a Natter to determine which categories can dominate a V. which an N, and so on, in
English and Spanish. But for an arbitrary code-switching
grimmer,
this means devising an algorithm to determine exactly which nonterminal categories may domi&te which terminal categories in a potential equivalence constraint violation. This should not be.difficult, and
may well be preferable, but to keep the present plready complicated

exposition as short as possible, we omit the discussion of such an algorithm, at the expense of a proliferation of superscripts.

6

For example, even in the present case of Spanish-English codeswitching, it seems probable that it will be necessary to incluile certain
'hybrid' rules. Here the first half of the rule output will reflect a
strictly Spanish pattern, say, while the second half will be purely
English, but there is no coristraint against switching between the two
halves. This is a complication in detail only, and, we will not.discuss
it further here.
7

Certain boundary types appear collapsed in the Table, e.g. the four
combinations between N or NP and V or VP, because of differences in
the boundary frequency calculations and the coding of the original
data; although only NP VP boundaries are generated by our codeswitching grammar, some switches had previousry been coded N VP,
N V or NP V.
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